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VIP treatment at Rocktown
New policy allows diners to cut Thursday night lines
BY KALEIGH MAHER
MWS«fctO(

Frequent dining at Rocktown Grill during the
week now means VIP cut-the-line status and a
waived $5 minimum food purchase on Thursday
nights.
Because Rocktown was not meeting the state
mandated ratio of 45 percent food sales to 55 percent mixed beverage sales owner Isaac Coe began
charging a $5 minimum food purchase at the door
on Thursday nights.
"In instituting the minimum food charge we
tried to do something different than what most
people have done," Coe said.
So far. Coe said there has been a positive reaction.
"It's worked really well." Coe said. "People
have kind of gone crazy over the chicken fingers."
Now, Coe said he wants to do something more
individual than a limited menu of live items .tv.iil

able on Thursday nights.
"I think we've got the best hamburger in
town," he said. "But we can't do that (when we're
so busy] Thursday nights and give someone a
hamburger the way they want it."
On Mondays, Tuesdays and Wednesdays when
students dine at Rocktown Grill they can order off
the entire menu and show their JAC Card to be
put on a VIP list fur Thursday night. On Thursdav
night people on the VIP lust can cut the line and do
not have to pay the $5 since they already met their
minimum food purchase for the week.
Senior Minar Machhi said she likes the idea.
"I feel like either way you are going to pay
the same amount," she said. "It's just a matter of
going earlier and getting a meal."
Cutting the Thursday night lines also appeals
to Machhi.
"It's a pain to wait in line, too," she said. "As
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JMU students Zatk Winfrey. Ronald Curry, Erica Ramsey and Amondo Perry en|oyed lunri) Tuesday at Rodrtown Grill

BOOK
SMARTS
Bill aimed at reducing textbook costs

BY CAROLINE (OURNOYfR
staff writer

Sophomore Kristin Davis paid approximately $7<x> for her textbooks this semester.
"We have to pay enough to go to school and get an education ibe
said.
Recognizing the burden that college students face, Rep. Julia
Carson (D-Ind.). introduced the College Textbook Affordabilitv and
Transparency'Act of 2007 to the House of Representatives on Sept
10.

New sorority makes campus debut;
inaugural class offered bids
lYCHlOE JEAN PARK
assistant newi editor

When Kappa Alpha Theta was founded at
Indiana Asbury College in 1870, the word "sorority" did not exist, which is why it remains a fraternity for women. This fall Theta is establishing
its Eta Rho Chapter at JMU.
This decision was made by the Panhellenic
Council, the governing body for the nine sororities at JMU. Jill D. Courson, assistant director of
student organization services for fraternity and
sorority life, said Panhellenic formed a committee last year to evaluate JMU's sorority needs.
"[Panhellenic) researched the possibility and
assessed the needs of our community and in the
spring of 2006 recommended that another chapter be added," Courson said.
There are more than 180,000 members
worldwide and by the end of this semester
there will be 126 chapters across the U.S. and
Canada.
"Theta has a very well-known reputation
in the U.S.," said Educational Leadership
Consultant Mary-Scott Madigan. "Greek women
have higher grades than average students [and]
Kappa Alpha Theta gives more undergraduate
scholarships than any other Panhellenic fraternity."

Courson said one reason for bringing another
chapter to JMU is the challenge of managing
the growing number of members in current
chapters.
"JMU needed another sorority." she said.
After Theta competed with several national
organizations for a spot to join the JMU Greek
community, Panhellenic voted to bring Theta
to JMU.
"IThe interest has) been really great,"
Madigan said. "It seems like the campus is
excited to see us."
Attendees at the Sept. 25 interest meeting
said much of the interest in Theta is because
new members will be the charter class.
"Whoever's in this first class year is kind of
going to make it what they want to," sophomore
Alii VanSickle said.
Others are interested in the sisterhood a sorority offers
"I'm interested because all throughout high
school 1 did team sports, so I had sisterhood
with all my friends," freshman Jacqueline Knight
said. "Not having that now, I've always wanted to
get into the sorority atmosphere of having a tight
sisterhood."
Since members who join will be new to Theta,
weTHITA pep 4

The bill would make college textbooks and supplemental materials
more available and affordable for students.
The cost of textbooks each semester can increase ;i student's overall college fees to more than 72 percent at public and community colleges, according to a 2005 report bv the Government AfiCOUDtabUit)
Office.
In order to men this goal, publishers would be required to do
NWil things. Publishers must provide the faculty in advance, the
bookstore price of even textbook and supplement.il material along
with the availability and price of that textbook in other formats men
as paperback or unbound. Also, all supplemental materials such as
■CD-ROMs must be offered as separately priced items, according to
Section 5 of the bill.
"I think that's good because if you already have the book. I don't
think win should have to buy a whole new book just for the CD," freshman K.nt lin Hughes said.
Publishers are not the only ones that would have new rules and
regulations to follow. l'ni versifies would be required to inform students
of the International Standard Book Number (ISBN) and retail price
of each required material in the institution's course schedule catalog,
according to Section Six of the bill. This gives students an idea of how
much each class will cost and the chance to purchase the materials
elsewhere at a lower cost.
Junior SMAD major Hailev \ill issoii said sh< lei l> stressed at the
In-ginning of each semester about paying for her books.
"(Textbooks are I way overpriced," she said, adding tint this semester
a single book cost her $160.
For undetermined reasons, the price of college text hooks hits increased
at double the inflation rate, according to the GAO report.
"I really don't understand whv they're so e\|>ensiv<\ Hughes
said.
Some
speculate that
the coat of
college text
hooks
and
supplemental
materials is
caused hv the
agreements thai
publishers have
made with overseas
distributors to ban
the importing of cheaper
textbooks, according

to fa GAO rental

Most students
have no idea why
textbooks
cost
as much as the)
do but some have
thoughts
'They trv to
get the most
up-to-date
information
ami the bank*

the textbook
die
more
expensive it will be," Adkisson said.
The Act was referred to the House Committee on Education and
Labor for further review, according to the I jhrary of Congress
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Medicines
more harm
than help

Sophomore
wins award

Grab your partner

BY CATTLIM HARDGR0VE

IM| writer

Vector Marketing, a sales
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Nausea, heartburn, cramps, diarrhfsi and imnirjillv enough, headaches
are some of the side effects of one of
the most commonly used over-thecounter medications for head pain iDuproten.
Studies show that the overuse of
common pain medications, over-thecounter and prescription, cause people to be hit by analgesic rebound
headaches, according to the National
Headache Foundation.
More commonly known as medication overuse headaches, rebound
headaches are the cause of half of
chronic rnigraines and up to 25 percent of all headaches, according to
MedTrackAlert.
Medical Director of the University
Health Center Stephen Rodgers said
overuse is defined as taking common
pain medications more than two times
a week
Rebound headaches can reel similar to tension headaches but may be as
severe as light sensitive, migraine-tike
hrarhchea, according to NHF. Once
a person suffers from rebound headaches, all other medications will most
likely have no effect in treating their
malady.
At any moment, three million
Americans, tailing to know that they
are using pain medications too often,
are left with a medication overuse headache, according to MetfTrackAlert
"I think most people do overuse
drugs like Advil because in our society,
it has been tike if you have a headache,
just take some medicine." sophomore
Megan Black said
Both Black and sophomore Alexis
Bergen said they only take medication
tor their headaches if it interferes with
their ability to concentrate.
Studies show that caffeinated
over the counter medications, such as
Fjtcedrin, and prescription drugs containing butalbrtal increase a person's
risk of medication overuse heaaches,
according to NHF.
Prohibited in Ckrmany but still
used in the United States, both Fiorket
and Fiorinal often cause medicationrelated headaches due to their butalbital make-up, according to About.
com.
If used correctly, the most effective
over the counter headache rriedications
are Acetaminophen, Ibuprofen and
Aspirin, Rodgers said. If used incorrectly, however, all three can produce
extremely severe side effects.
"Acetaminophen can cause permanent tiver damage," Rodgers said.
"Aspirin causes a condition called addosis but can be treated. Ibuprofen
may cause gastric ulcers, even in regular doses."
Trie only way to treat rebound
hea<laches is to completely discontinue
the use of all pain medications, but in
some cases improvement may not be
seen for up to two months, according
to NHF.
Despite medication overuse, one of
the biggest initial causes of headaches
for college students is stress, Rodgers
said.
"We have so much to worry about
and a lot of changes are going on
around you and you're trying to find
out what you want to do with your lire
and have a social aspect and it otiesses
you out and that causes headaches,"
Bergen, who used to get headaches at
least twice a week, said.
Once stress becomes frequent, so
will tension headaches and tor most,
over the counter rnedicabons will be
the answer that will result in a problem.
In order to prevent medication overuse headaches, the Mayo
Foundation for Medical Education
and Research instructs you to use pain
nKvbcations less than twice a week,
stay hydrated, get lots of rest and learn
how to manage your time to avoid
stress and the headaches that follow H.
The viscous cycle of rnedication
overuse headaches can be a complicated one, but to some the solution
seems simple.
Bergen said, "If you hare a slight
headache, instead of taking medicine,
you should take a nap.
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JMU nursing mojois lint doixt with senior citizens on Wednesday riming in riw Festival Student ond Conference Center

the vice president of NSA said.
"I think it's fun for them to come out," she said. They
like hanging out with people their age. It makes them feel
Senior citizens donning spurs, boots and cowboy hats do- young again."
si-doed around the Festival Student and Conference Center
Eighty-six year-old Lion Lucus agreed. This was his secyesterday as part of the Nursing Student Associations third ond year attending the dance and he welcomes the break in
annual "senior" prom.
his routine.
As part of the nursing program's curriculum, students
"I enjoy myself every time I come here," he said. "I just
are required to complete a service project, and many end up come to pass away time and get away from home."
working at various senior citizens centers across the commuSeniors come for more than just a change of scenery. The
nity. Throwing the seniors a prom has been one way for the event allows them to socialize with others as well.
students to give back to the people who provided them with
Ninety-one year-old Frances linger attended the prom
experience in their field.
each of the three years it has been held. She said she enjoys
"I think it's a good community service project for us to do the company the dance provides and is thankful that JMU
to give back to the people who have helped us learn so much," holds it.
senior nursing student Holly Sacra said.
"It's wonderful for [NSA) to honor the seniors," she said,
This year the event was country western themed and adding, "If I found a good partner I would (dance)."
included a caller who taught the seniors to line dance, a
While seniors may enjoy the events, they aren't the only
performance by the Skyline County Cloggers and a photo ones benefiting from it — nursing students get a lot out of the
center so participants could solidify their memories between prom as well.
dances. In addition, gift certificates, knitting supplies and a
'[Students) get a good opportunity to see [the seniors) in a
membership to Curves fitness center were just a few of the more social atmosphere," Linda Olsen, senior center director
door-prizes given out throughout the event. Nearly everyone for the Shenandoah Area Agency on Aging, said.
walked out with something.
Kristin.i Kirby, president of NSA, also said this was one of
But seniors come for more than just the prizes. The prom the main things students can get out of the event.
allows them to take a break from their day-to-day schedules,
"[Students are) able to meet with healthy, fun people," she
so they can socialize and get to know others, Lauren Buriew. said "We get to have fun with them."
BY ASHLEY HOPKINS
news Mta

Schools change to bigger beds to keep kids on campus
BY MEGHAN PATRICK
comributiin writer

Students covered in bumps and bruises from falling off their dorm beds in the middle of the night are
in for a pleasant surprise.
Twin mattresses, the standard size bed for college
students living on campus, are now being replaced
by full mattresses at some universities, reported
TJie Washington Post. In order to compete with the
popularity of off-campus housing and appeal to students seeking the comfort of home, colleges such as
American University and UNC Greensboro have initiated this trend.
Moving towards larger beds was a response to
complaints from students saying that the twin beds
were too small and childish, The Post said. Unlike
AU, which gave 115 upperclassmen new double beds
this fall, the Office of Residence Life at JMU does not
see this adaptation as relevant to the satisfaction or
comfort of its current students.
"The issue of larger mattresses has not been
shared as an amenity that JMU residential students
feel strongly about," Maggie Burkhart Evans, director of Residence Life at JMU, said. "[ORL) gathers feedback in multiple ways, through semi-annual
satisfaction surveys, information from RAs and Hall
Directors and through any unsolicited information
students choose to share."
Senior Courtney Jones lived on campus her first
two years at JMU.
"I thought that the mattresses were great," she

said of the extra-long twin beds that are found
every campus room. "I never heard anyone say anything negative about the comfort. I don't think it is the
idea of bigger beds that make people want to move off
campus. The desire is for freedom, new responsibilities
and personal space that one can't have in a dorm room
or with an RA."
Senior Dan Alvarado understands the appeal of a bigger bed but does not feel it is a necessity for on-campus
college students.
"I agree with the idea that twin beds are childish," he
said. "For those of us who have big beds back at homes,
I can empathize with the frustration that students might
feel as they are reduced to a smaller bed. [Twin beds)
are what you have when you are at summer
camp or when you are 13-years-old. It's
not necessary, but I think that all of us
love the idea of having a queen size
bed, with more space to sleep or to
cuddle with that special someone."
Trying to win students over to
live on campus isn't a relevant topic
to JMU, Alvarado said.
"The real issue is quite the
opposite," he said. "A lot of students wish that there was more oncampus housing for upper-classmen, as people are generally quite
satisfied with the dorms' quality."
Evans agreed.
"[Competition between ORL and
off-campus housing] is not a concern

for JMU," she said. The apartment complexes do a
nice job of providing an independent living experience that might better suit the needs of juniors and
seniors. We don't see any need to enter into direct
competition with the complexes by offering housing
options that are already well established within our
community."
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firm marketing Cutco cutlery, recently awarded
sophomore business major
Carrie Mulford its Ail-American
Scholarship for the achievements she made as one of its sale
representatives this year.
Out of 40,000 nationwide,
Mulford made the top 25 for the
highest selling sales representatives for Vector.
"That's what's so awesome
[about her accomplishments),*
Stephanie Weiser, a sales development specialist for Vector,
said.
Each year the Vector
Marketing AJI-American program honors its top 200 representatives during three different scholarship competitions to
recognize those who successfully
balance their marketing internships with their schoolwork.
Mulford sold $46,000 worth
of Cutco cutlery products for
Vector Marketing this summer
and was highly ranked for the
DC/Metro division.
"This was my first summer with Cutco," she said. "A
friend persuaded me to start in
May, and I just kept on going.
I had never done anything like
it before. But it's great for my
resume and the income has been
great, too."
Vector is an independent
contractor, which means its representatives can work as little
or as much as they want, said
Weiser.
"All the sales reps sell Cutco
by making pre-set appointments," she said. "It's a very
successful program for Vector."
Mulford said that recieving a
scholarship did not start out as
one of her goals.
"It was always in the back of
my mind," she said. "Once I saw
that I actually had the potential
to get it, I started striving for
it."
Her hard work paid off.
Literally.
Along with the scholarship,
Mulford said she got a lot out of
the experience.
"[I) learned more about the
business world from this job
than any business class [I've
taken)," she said.
Mulford is currently in manager training.
"I definitely want to keep
selling," Mulford said. "Maybe
111 start in Harrisonburg."
Weiser is impressed with her
work.
"She's doing a phenomenal
job," she said.
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THETA: New sorority offers 'tight sisterhood'
IHm. dom Irani
two JMU based Educational Leaciir-hip
Conuhantl have been provided for two ai.i.K inn
yean ind Mill serve as chapter oflkcn Ibil tall
The consultants, both recent graduates. dand
tin ir experlenm about being a Theta in college.
AM betan ,i li.idir .ind going to the national
K,uliTslii|i iiinvi'iitiiin |and| have that instant
connection with people [is great)," Educational
Up Consultant Caroline Redmond said.
The mure vou put into it. the more vou get out
"In

Madigan agreed.
"The leadership opportunities were such
a growing opportunity for me." she said.
"It's such a small world when you're part of
a sorority."
Wednesday was the sorority's bid day.
Although there is no official cap. Theta will most
likdv .iccept too to 130 members.
"We want to be competitive with the "Ih.-i
chapters on campus." Madigan said.
The new member process will be six weeks,
culminating with initiation in December.

What's better than seeing your name in lights?
Seeing your name in print.
E-mail us at breezenews@gmail.com.
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ROCKTOWN: VIP plan to make grill competitive TnFfcTvalue Combo
Dishes come with
ROCKTOWN, from front

long as they rcall> aren t noing to make vou wait
in line I really like it."
Senior Riley Barrar said that, in theory, the
plan is good, but she's not sure what the reality
will be.
Trom a marketing standpoint it appears to be
a good lure to fix the food/aleohol consumption
ratio." she said. "However. I'm not sure if it will be
able to compete with other restaurants and bars in
the area that have strong weekday night crowds."
Coe believes the menu speak> lor itself and
nld Kocktnwn offers competitive oYals throughout the week

"I want the food experience here to be a good
experience," he said.
Coe said Rocktown offers specials for patrons
throughout the week, from 25 cent wings and
high-def football games on Monday nights to
half-priced appetizers on Wednesdays. Coe lleo
said that Rocktown has lowered its pitcher prices
in companion with instituting minimum food
prices.
"All of this. I hope, is a representation of
what JMU students meant to us," he said. "To
make it easier and more enjoyable for them
to come out on Thursday nights and other
nights."
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Spring Roll
8 Ox. Plain Fned Rice
and choice of soup:
Wonton, Egg Drop, or Hot and Sour
SC3 Sweet and Sour Chicken
SC17Beefw#iBroccoi
SC23 General Tso's Chicken
SC24Seasame Chicken
SC28 Orange Favoed Chicken
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You have the right to a lawyer.
Choose the right lawyer for you.
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SMS Road
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jmulaw.com
Paul J. Duggan, Esq.
56 W. Gay Street, #103
540-568-1810
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Just 10 Minutes from JMU Campus

Isn't ISAT Something Like Computer Science?
You can earn oboul computer technology in ISAT, but

ISAT is much more than computers.
ISAI students leorn to solve many different kinds of real world problems, some of which involve computer technology. Some ISAT students specialize in Information
and Knowledge Management, some minor in Computer Science, and many ISAT graduates have moved on to find fulfilling careers in computer technology.
But ISAT is much more. ISAT students learn about biotechnology, the environment, energy, manufacturing, and telecommunications. ISAT students learn to integrate
problem-solving techniques from all of these oieas lo help tackle the challenges of a complex and rapidly changing world.
ISAT s flexibility gives students a wide range ol options. Find out more by visiting www.isat.jmu.edu or contacting Paul Henriksen at henrikpw@jmu.edu.
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Oh Bush,

For Whom the

will you ever
rescue your
plummeting
popularity?

Biological Clock Ticks

Despite outstanding support from Republicans,
policymakers, health care advocates and insurance
agencies, President Bush has recently struck down a
children'?* health insurance plan.
The five-year, $60 billion insurance plan would
greatly benefit children of low-income families by
augmenting a state-federal health insurance program. Bush vetoed the bill proposed by Congress,
asking instead to cut the federal spending on this
plan to $30 billion.
The families who would benefit from the revised
health insurance plan are in perpetual limbo, making
too much money to receive Medicaid benefits but not
enough to afford decent health insurance. The Washington Post article claims that there are 9 million
uninsured children living in the United States.
Ironically enough. Bush refused to pass this plan
right before going to Pennsylvania to preach about
holding down the cost on federal spending. Way to
show them you mean business, Bush, at the expense
of families who don't make enough to keep their
kids healthy.
The Bush administration is apparently keeping
fiscal discipline at the forefront of its agenda this fall,
according to a Washington Post article. This means
Bush is adamant about consistently spending a monstrous $100,000 every minute on the Iraq war, while
refusing to help American families in need.
The White House press secretary wonders why
Congress would send a bill to Bush that would be immediately struck down. What we're wondering is why
Bush would strike down such a no-brainer bill that
could positively affect the U.S. health care system.
The only good that could come from Bush
vetoing this plan is if health care reformers and the
president sat down and came to an agreement on
how to tackle this momentous problem that plagues
the health care system. The health care system is already chock full of issues that need to be addressed
before Bush leaves Washington.
Providing health insurance to American children
should trump the tendencies of governmental
bureaucracies to blow millions on an unpopular
war. Instead of bidding on contracts to supply the
military with state-of-the-art tanks, we should be
implementing state-of-the-art technology in pediatric offices around the country.
The education and health of our youth should
be of utmost importance in ensuring the well-being
of our future generations. After all, there could be
another Bush in the White House in twenty years.

Become a writer for
the opinion section of
The Breeze today!
Contact Anna Young at
breezeopinion@gmail.com.

Submit Darts & Pats online at thcbreeze.org, or
e-mail submissions to breezed p^'hotnuiLcom.
Darts oV Pats are submitted anonymously and arc
C>ited on a spaxe-mvilable basis. Submission art
ed tipon one persons opinion of a given situation, person or event, and do not necessarily
reflect tlie truth.

Women are not the only ones hearing that insistent tick-lock
as the reproductive window grows smaller with age
Most of us female students at JMU are not at
the stage in our lives where we're seeing the infamous Ally McBeal dancing baby parading around
our heads as we contemplate how much biological
time we have left to start making some babies.
Although some female students may be engaged or are beginning to realize that in the next
five years we could actually be living with the same
man for the rest of our lives, very few of us have
begun to vigorously shake the symbolic biological
clock — whose ticking plagues the mind of slightly
older women. Still the fact remains that as women
enter their mid- to late 30s and early 40s, the window of opportunity to have children slowly closes
and will eventually slam shut.
Up until recently, society has depicted women
as the faulty sex concerning problems encountered
when a middle-aged couple unsuccessfully attempts
to have a child.
An article published earlier this year by The
New York Times, called "It Seems the Fertility
Clock Ticks for Men, Too" and written by Roni
Rabin sheds a new light on male fertility.
It turns out that men, just like women, encounter obstacles when trying to conceive later in life.
For some reason this is shocking to all of us, as the
general population assumes that a man's sperm,
like some sort ambrosia that never goes bad, has
no expiration date.
This assumption, although prevalent between both sexes, is becoming more and more
contradicted as research develops. Dr. Joe Leigh
Simpson, the president-elect of the American
College of Medical Genetics whom Rabin quotes
in the article, states, "the risk of sporadic singlegene mutations may be four to five times high-

er for fathers who are 45 and older, compared
with fathers in their aos." Rabin concludes that
"sperm samples from healthy men have found
changes as men age, including fragmentation of
DNA."
The likelihood for a woman to experience a
miscarriage as she grows older increases, just as
the quality of a man's sperm deteriorates with age.
There are some older men can still produce sperm
that effectively fertilizes his female partner's egg,
and there is also a growing number of older men
fathering children.
The chance of a child being born with autism,
facial abnormalities, dwarhsm, connective-tissues disorder or neurofibromatosis increases
with the father's age, according to Simpson's research. The blame formerly placed on older females is now being reexamined: no one party is
guiltier than the other.
The fact of the matter is that the aging process
has its positive and negative moments that both
sexes endure. My intent is not to gleefully wag a
nagging linger in the male population's face, giddy
with excitement that research is showing that both
males and females become less likely to be able to
reproduce later in life.
However, the notion that men in their 40s leave
their middle aged wives in an attempt to have children with a younger woman is contradictory because
it's not just about a woman's inability; it's about a
man's too.
Besides, not all men can be so lucky to have
their seventh child by the time they are 60 like Rod
Stewart — and thank goodness for that.
Sarah Delia is a junior English and art history
major.

BATTLE OF THE SEXES
What do you think about the male-to-female ratio at JMU?
IpCC

^^^^Blt'sa rite of passage at JMU to pause and ponder
Joe male to-ffin.ili' ratio. We know the numbers
but honest Iv. we men don't even really care a bout ll
GENOTA, pBnuch.
Whatever your reasons foi coming here, I
steff
wolld applaud my fellow men who have made a wise
decision to come to JMU.
environment at this university is perfect. Where else
fcer be?
Prsity and its location meet the very essence of college:
frecflHV»t we yearned for 18 years. We are no longer bound b) the
rigid K-12 years. TheShenandoah Valley provides the ideal surroundings: a good home away from home, mountains to hike, campfires to
light and waters to fish or boat in.
Hence, it's a must that before every JMU male graduates, he is to
go to the wild and remote places anywhere, and explore it to satisfy
the innate and untamable desire for adventure.
Indies, please let us enjoy some real adventure in manhood before
you try to domesticate us again; simply relegating us to be "nice un a,"
making us produce in the corporate boardrooms or on the lawn. Enjoy
the fruits of sisterhood with your bridal magazine parties, because
once you join that union with the man of your dreams, you'll look back
and wish you could savor it again.
So why don't we all chill out a bit and not worry about how many
sons and daughters of the last of the baby boomer generation come to
JMU. Let's face it — we live, study and work in one of the most beautiful landscapes that could surround a college environment, and if it is
approximately 60 percent female, then doesn't that make the beauty
of our campus 60-percent-fold? So, as a good friend of mine says to
me when it comes to worrying, "relax, baby, relax."
JeffGenota is a junior political science major.
A "sinee-when-is-'Peter-Griffin-101'-a
class?" dart to the guy watching episodes of
Family Guy" on a computer in the library,
despite the eight people waiting in line
to do work.
From a student watching nearby who highly doubts that you
were doing research of any kind
and thinks you should learn to be
a little more considerate before
mindless cartoons fry your brain.
A "world s-biggest-jcrk" dart to the guy
who retracted his offer to walk me home last
weekend as soon as he found out I was a year
older than he was.
From a sophomore girl who would rather
walk home alone than next to a pig any night.
A "you-can-read-it-again-online" dart to
the members of the student body who steal issues of Potty Mouth from the bathroom stalls.
From the Potty Mouth staff who are sad
to see its hard work go down the drain.

A "way-to-kecp-a-smile" pat to the D Hall
full-time employees, who even though they are
older, they work hard to serve JMU students
quality food.
From a very appreciative D-Hall employee
that admires the work older generations are
doing to keep us fed and healthy.

A "how-do-you-sleep-at-night?" dart to a
Parking Services employee who allowed me
into a parking lot, only to issue me a ticket
after I left my car.
From a very bitter commuter who thinks
that her very expensive parking permit should
allow her to park anywhere after 5 p.m..

A "way-to-sit-on-your-hands" dart to the
Family Day crowd at Bridgeforth on Saturday.
From an alumnus who has seen more people in the stands o\>er the last couple of years
but never a loud Family Weekend crowd.

A "you-had-me-at-'hello'" pat to my
wonderful boyfriend as we celebrate our
four-year anniversary.
From the luckiest girl in the world who
loves you more.

If you ask a young woman the thing she dislikes most
about JMU, she will probably say, There aren't enough
guys here!" Ironically, JMU is hardly abnormal in its
male-to-female ratio, because it is only slightly varied
contributing miter
from national higher education statistics. We exacerbate
the perceived "problem" with the male-to-female ratio by
nuking ft acuuMant talking point.
The current ratio al JMU is 61 percent female, 39 percent male. However, percentages can appear more frightening than they really are. What
this actually means is that in a room with ten people, six of them will be
women and four will be men. That doesn't sound too awkward to me — it's
only one person away from being evenly split.
In a broader scope, this isn't even unusual. According to a 2005
"Postsecondary Education Opportunity" report, men haven't outnumbered
women in college since 1978. In 2005, females accounted for 57.4 percent
of national college enrollment. JMU is only a few points away from this
statistic.
I personally don't see much of a reason to complain about the gender
ratio at JMU. The most popular majors at JMU — namely education and
nursing - are traditional "female majors," not just at JMU, but all over
the country. If you choose to be an elementary education major, don't be
surprised that your classes favor the female population.
Talking about how much JMU is a predominantly female school doesn't
exactly entice more men to enroll. In fact, by making JMU — and college in
general — appear to be a "girl thing," we are discouraging young men from
becoming more involved in higher education. We need to realize that JMU
isn't an aberration, but rather that it follows a national trend. And ladies,
if being with so many women is really that upsetting, VMI is only an hour
away, and you can always switch your major to computer science.
Kathryn Manning is a senior political science and history major.

KATHRYN
MANNING,

Letters to the Editor

Editorial Policies

Some trouble with article on Thompson
In his op-ed article, writer Tony Spadaccia made some erroneous
assumptions.
First, he cites Thompson's "light" schedule and avoidance of night
debates. Very little happens in the Senate after 5 p.m., as virtually all
votes are decided away from the Senate floor. Furthermore, the people
of Tennessee elected Thompson twice by a margin of 20 points.
Next, Spadaccia observes Thompson's 00 bills and motions
count. Fred Thompson believes the federal government should have
the least impact on our lives. What rational person expects him to
initiate a lot of federal laws?
As for Thompson's announcing Ins laiulidacy on the 'Tonight
Show" allowing him to ivoid "tough questions or negative publicity."
only candidate gaffes make the news. Question structure and answer
time limits virtually assure that nothing of substance occurs
Spadaccia calls the announcement foolish because Thompson
was not in the spotlight John Rash at Advertising Age observes the
l8-to-49-year-old average viewcrsliip for the Tonight Show is 183%
the size of the audience who watched the debate
Finally, the writer cites a lack of positions on peripheral and regional issues. If you can tind a presidential candidate with positions
on the National Catastrophe Relief Fund. Terri Schiavo and drilling
for oil in the F.vcrglades. ask him to explain the specifics of each. At
least Thompson is honest'
Gary Loftis
retired writer. Lake Mary, Fla.
Right on, Caroline Carter
I thoroughly enjoyed Caroline Carter's op-ed piece, "The Power
of the Podium" in Monday's Issue of The Breeze. Congratulations
to Ms. Carter for reminding us that, despite the best efforts of some
in high government .inks, the media and various special interest
groups, the long-standing problems of the Middle East cannot be
solved with two-dimensional thinking.
Only through open discussion and debate, especially with those
with whom we fundamentally disagree, will solutions be found. If
such a free and open exchange of ideas is not welcome on our college
campuses, where then will it ever be found?
Mark S. Purington
adult degree student

Responses to all opinions
published in The Breeze
are welcomed and encouraged. Letters should be no
longer than 250 words,
must include a name,
academic year, major and
phone number for verification and can be e-mailed to
breezeopin icm@>gmail. com
or mailed to MSC 6805 Gi,
Anthony-Seeger Hall, HarrisonDurg, VA 22807.
The Breeze reserves the
right to edit all submission
for length and grammatical
style.
The house editorial reflects the
opinion of the editorial board
as a whole, and is not necessarily the opinion of any individual
staff member «/The Breeze.
Editorial Board:
Mary Frances Czarsty,
editor in chief
Evan Dyson,
managing editor
Anna Young.
opinion editor
The opinions in this section do
not necessarily reflect the opinion of the newspaper, this staff
or James Madison University.
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Modison basketball player Slephen
Kendall works to block a shot Ly Abdulai
Jolloh during practice Tuesday afternoon
in Memorial Holl
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College Stotion

4 bedrooms

-4 bedrooms

-2 baths

■1 baths

-furnished

-3 level rondos

-located across from

•washer/dryer
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Various Houses

Hunters Ridge
(ondos&Townhomes

Devon Lane
Townhomes

•4-7 bedrooms

The Deck House
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-I & 2 bedroom
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1 level
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apartments

-3 full bathrooms
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-water included
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'The Boss' and
the boys are back
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school of theatre and dance presents:

WHAT THE

Magic proves Springsteen
just gets better with age
IrJfSSWVK
wmmtm

BUTLER

New Jersey has more to be proud of this week
than the resurrection of the Giants with their two
consecutive wins again the Redskins and Eagles.
New Jersey can also boast the resurrection of The
Boss after two consecutive decades of softer albums and non-successful returns of the E Street
Band.
Bruce Springsteen is back and all of E Street
is with him.
Though he may be pushMOQJC
ing 60, the vigor and energy
iriir-k
"' 's^^ll>'s,«''1,-'• late* N
lease. Magic, available as of
Bruce Springsteen
Tuesday, does not even hint
ind the E Street
at the truth of his age. With
Band
15 albums under his belt, 15
Released Oct. 1
Grammy awards, an Oscar
and recently more contemplative, folk-based albums such as 2002 s The Rising, 2005's Devil's &
Dust and 2006s WeSnaHOuerconie: TheSeegeiSessions, it almost seemed as if The Boss was preparing to retire.
Magic proves that theory all wrong.
The E Street Band has not lost its energy
and Springsteen has not lost his lyrical touch,
discussing his traditional topics of everyday
American life, the current state of the music industry, politics, death and war. But the
beauty of Springsteen's lyrics lies mostly in his
ability to disguise dark themes in rock 'n' roll
anthems and choose his words in ways that
allow the listener to decide what the message
really is.
The subtlety of songs like "Radio Nowhere"
leaves listeners wondering if Springsteen is
commenting on commercial radio, the state of
the music industry, personal isolation or the
world in general. With questions like "Is there
anybody alive out there?" and sad pleas of "just
searching for a world with soul," it is difficult
not to feel sorry for Springsteen and perhaps the
world as he searches for life and soul in a place
void of both.
Other songs have messages that are more
overt - especially those discussing current politics. One of the most memorable tracks of the album is "Last to Die" which references Sen. John
Kerry's famous words, "Wholl be the last to die
for a mistake?" Springsteen makes his sentiments
clear when singing the lyrics, "The wise men were
all fools, what to do/The sun sets in flames as the
city burns/Another day gone down as the night
turns/And I hold you here in my heart/As things
fall apart."
Other tracks reference political themes, such
as "Devil's Arcade," lamenting, "You said heroes
are needed, so heroes get made/Somebody made
a bet, somebody paid/The cool desert morning,
then nothin' to save/Just metal and plastic where
your body caved." "Gypsy Biker" also leaves
an eerie feeling lingering with lyrics like, "The
speculators made their money/On the blood you
shed/Your Mama's pulled/The sheets up off your
bed."
But Springsteen manages to lighten the mood
and revive the spirit of warmer months with
"Girls in Their Summer Clothes" which can bring
any fan immediately back to the Jersey shore
that "Hie Boss" is so in love with as he has proved
through decades of similar, feel-good summer
songs.
Eor an artist who was featured on the cover
of Time magazine on Oct. 27, 1975, as "Rock's
New Sensation,* Springsteen has more than
proved his vitality and musical resilience.
Though older artists are often unfairly compared to past work, either being expected to
return completely to their traditional style and
sound or to break through with something completely revolutionary, Springsteen has managed
to fit between the lines. Springsteen, producer
Brendan O'Brien and the E Street Band have
managed to produce a fantastic album touching on timely topics while still delivering solid tracks, reminiscent of his traditional style.
without boring fans. The industry might be saying rock is dead, but Springsteen has proved it
is very much alive.

pkmbynWMm/cMrfat
Mrs. Prentice, ployed by junior Moggie Bowlock, is the unhoppy wile ol on unfaithful husband Dr. Rome ployed by senior Jackson Thompson, is the inspector colled to invostigote the clink ol
Mrs Prentice's husbond

BY MARK POWIII
contributing writer
If I told you Hint last night 1 saw a seductive psyc liiatnst. half naked
llMMlUUUI lamily and a mad wife threatening to shoot her husband if
he doesn't have intercourse with her, you would probably think I was
crazy. However, il I till students the same thing after this week is concluded. I'm sun- their repls would pertain to the premier of "What the
Butler Saw."
An eager crowd pushed through the aisles of the Lilimer-Shaeffer
Theatre Tuesday night as the department of theatre and dance kicked
off its 2007 season with a lattgh riot From the show's first scene to the
tiinrlusion the audience s tqfoj inent and intrigue nisei sri nied to slop.
The excitement was especially prevalent in the crowd before the show
esell begU.
"Thecast is absolutcls ama/ing," junior Kelly Anglim said. "I know
each ind every one of them and they are just incredibly talented." Anglim, an actoress herself, had been invoked in many plays at JMUand
was eager to have this specific play produced.
It is nice to base ,1 dirlercnl v.uicts nt shows." Anglim said. "It
shows our variety as a theater department '' The eccentric humor
of Joe OrtOD'l masterpiece certainh is not one of the ordinars per*
forming pieces and on Tuesday night certainly turned a few heads at
JMU
Set in a rural town in England tin- phiv revolves around Dr. Prentice, a lewd and unfaithful psychiatrist who runs into all sorts of trouble when he tries to seduce a soiing woman looking for a job bis firm
When Prentice s wife walks in. all hell breaks loose .is ,1 simple problem turns into mayhem.
Right oil the hat the audience was c.i|iti\.iled In the ca.l members'
great eteji pteeaoce. within the first scene the prertlerjce .1
chemistry between the actors struck the \-iesver minifdi.itcIv
"We were kind of friends offstage as well, said senioi ( h.n he S1K.1
no, who starred as Dr Prentice It helped with the whole least ] bond
ing situation as well

Throughout the play, clever plot twists and mistaken identities kept
the audience in stitches. Beautiful facial expressions done by Silvano
really gave the viewer a sense of what Dr. Prentice was really about and
who he was as a person. This insight into the play kept the audience
involved and left them with a great experience.
Aside from the comical element of the play, freshman Christie Jackson, starring as the ill-fortuned secretary Geraldine Barclay, displayed
a variety of emotions throughout the performance showing her versatility as an actor. Her pure and innocent character was portrayed so well
that, at times, the audience seemed to pity her in the world she unfortiinatcK entered into.
Due to the terrific acting, the pace of the play never slowed. Witty
situations, great one-liners by Dr. Prentice, and beautifully written dialogue kept the audience engaged and interested the whole time. Silvano
didn't hesitate to also give credit to the guest director, George Black, for
his great methods of manipulating a cast to perform.
"He [Black] is definitely different in his styles," Silvano said. "He
gets onstage, in our face, rod moves us physically. So he is very interacts c in that regard."
In an earlier intersiew Black said that this play would be very
suitable for JMU students because of its svild humor and he was right
on the ball. The audience never seemed to tire of the ridiculous antics of Prentice's firm and seemed to be disappointed when the play
ended.
The only disappointment of the show svas the fact that the theatre
was not completely sold out. After the show, Silvano stressed the importance of an audience presence.
"It brings a whole new life to the production," she said. "We need
the audience. '
So if you are feeling troubled or stressed, my prescription is as follows: ,1 ticket to What the Butler Saw,"
Performances continue throughout this week in Duke Hall's Latim1 si; letter Theatre at 8 p.m each night through Saturday. Tickets will
be on sale in Harrison Hall at the Masterpiece Season Ticket Window
for $10 or $H in advance or with the JAC Card

The Donnas rediscover their metal roots in new Bitchin'album
New album pleases fans by
returning to trademark punk
sound, corny lyrical style
BY KATIE ZANIN
footribvling wnfbtr

At 28 years old, the members of The Donnas already have six full-length albums under their belts - an impressive feat for any
musician. After a flop with their 2004 release. Gold Medal, the five girls have taken
time off to re-evaluate their sound. Wilh

their M'wiitli album. Bitchtfl,' 'I he Donnas
have drifted from the pop scene to return to
their metal roots.
The Donnas began their music career as a
high school punk band. As they got older and
(slightly) more mature, their music developed
into rock 11' roll party music. Die-hard fans
were taken aback by (he Chang*, alter getting
used to the band's tough and dirt) punk rock
sound. In the long run the transformation was
tor the better both musically and in terms of
business.
This change began with their fifth album.
Spend the iVfpAf, which brought The Donnas
into the mainstream with songs such as "Take
It Off" and "Who Invited Yon Their following
album. Gold Mrdnl, tried even harder to be ra-

dio friendly, but to no avail. Now The Donnas
prove thai the) don't tan* what's 0U the radio
anymore as liny ve gone as far back as 1980
With their latest album,
Hitchin' opens with the sound of a lire alarm
and the dm Deal of drums. Gradually a distorted
guitar joins in with a haunting riff accompanied
In a demonic whisper. The music picks up and
the whitpa turns Into a high-powered refrain
drenched fa] attitude that only Donna A. can pull
off. The album continues Iron, than with highenergy. hard-hitting music 111 the style o| 'Hos
metal hands
The new sound is a hybrid of their old
rank sound with that of '808 hands such Motley true anil Del Leopard. Their old sound
conies out in the short but sweet guitar solos

bursting with energy but the '80s influence
shines through with repeating riffs and captivating choruses; plus they use a whole lot of
cow bell.
As always, the girls' lyrics consist of corny rhymes
and unforgettable one-liners. The lyrics are so dis- The Donnas
gustingly cliche that over Rck-jsed Sept. 18
time, they've become one of
the band's attractions. Not many bands can
ling BOnga dripping with irony and sexual-innuendo without losing respect but The Donnas
continue to keep their cool Their humor and
self-confidence seem to be what has kept the
Donnas from becoming as trite as any other
rock and roll band.
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The one & only

TAMES MCHONE JEWELRY

Anthony's Campus Pizza

Will giveaway $100 CASH
to one lucky person
wearing a James McHone Jewelry T-shirt
TODAY 4:00 p.m.
UREC

Pickup or Delivery Specials
(540) 432-0200
1762 South Main Street
minimum delivery $8.50

Pick-up^Specials

Delivery Specia_ls_

1

X-Large Cheese Pizza $5.99
i
| X-Large 1 Topping Pizza $6.99 '
i X-Large 2 Topping Pizza $7.99 ,

Need ■ FREE I-Shin viiii us at "*S Coun Square
Downtown at it to Bank of America
Check us out at mthonfiewtlry.com
and join
1 fat ehook...
it mote giveaway!

1

Large Cheese Pizza $5.99
, Large 2 Topping Pizza $7.99
i Large 3 Topping Pizza $8.99

For all you new JMU students...YES THIS IS FOR REAL
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Open Saturday, October 6th
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j Tan in any bed for $5
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www.OffCampusHousing.com
We Offer The Largest Selection of Housing
Hunters Ridge Townhomes
Hunters Ridge Condos
Devon Lane Townhomes
Mountain View Heights
Madison Manor
Madison Square
Madison Terrace
COLDWELL
BANKER
COMMERCIAL

FUNKHOUSER
KI A I . K >l<s

Madison Gardens
Duke Gardens
Campbell Court Apartments
Country Club Court
College Station
Large Selection of Homes
Large Selection of Townhomes

434-5150
715 Port Republic Road
lliiriisonburj!. VA
BSHgngja »«"•' Conrn.io.1 one M nw~>>.nil,
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(540)568-0709

Huskies have Madison's number in Brookline
Dukes travel for first road
CAA game at Northeastern
lYWTTHEWMCGOVfllll
■MM n»rti dilor
When JMU steps onto Parsons Fidd Satunlay,
il will play in front of a crowd thai has averaged a conference-low 2,689 in attendance
through two games in Brookline, Mass. If the
Dukes have their way, coach Mickey Matthews
will notch his first career win at Northeastern,
and JMU will march on toward the eight wins
necessary to warrant consideration for an
NCAA playoff selection.
Ranked ninth nationally in Football Championship Subdivision polls by the coaches and
The Sports Network, Madison plays Northeastern for the third time in Matthews' tenure.
The first two meetings in the state of Massachusetts have resulted in Northeastern wins.

The last time Madison traveled to Northeastern was the last game of the 2002 regular
season and Northeastern clinched the Atlantic10 title with a 41-10 victory. That year they finished 10-2 overall and 7-2 in the conference.
Fast forward to 2007 and Northeastern is 1-3
overall and 0-1 in the Colonial
Athletic Association. While
the Huskies already have
more losses in 2007 than Saturday
when the teams last met in JMU at NU
Brookline. Matthews empha- 12:30 p.m.
sized Northeastern "s ability to Parsons Field
upset major opponents.
"We're going to Northeastern [asl a heavy favorite and all you have to do
is ask the University of Oklahoma if it can't happen
to you." Matthews said. "It's the coaching staff and
it's our senior leadership's responsibility not to let
that happen."
JMU (4-1, 2-0 in the conference) will try to
avoid Oklahoma's fate of losing to an unranked
opponent as a top-10 ranked school. Senior

Field hockey team
prepares for VCU

Football

leadership for Madison will start with senior
tailback Antoinne Bolton. He will try to pick
up the slack for a depleted rushing unit that is
without its big-play threat, F.ugene Holloman.
Redshirt freshman Jamal Sullivan injured
his ankle Saturday against Villanova and may
not make the trip to Northeastern. JMU plans
on utilizing sophomore Griff Yancey more in
this upcoming game, along with Bolton and
freshman tailback Scott Noble.
"I think we're all still learning about those
guys," Matthews said about Yancey and Noble. "If
one guy steps forward and starts playing better,
then he's gonna play more."
Bolton has stepped forward in Holloman's
absence, scoring a career high, four touchdowns in only five games; his previous high
was three touchdowns in 2006. He has rushed
35 times for 170 yards this season.
Depending on who you talk to, Boltons

omoiOMNUfsr/nHdMgiviKf
Sophomore HM Scotty MrGn ol practice Modiwn'i defeira
bos allowed only 34 combined points in its last three gomes

tMHIstfilO

Dukes look to smoke Dragons in CAA opener
Colonial Athletic Association
Conference Standings

IY SEAN Y0UNGBFRG
slell writer

It does not matter whom the JMU field hockey team plays, whether facing a conference or
non-conference opponent, each match is treated
equally.
"We take every game seriously," senior Lauren Stefaniak said. "All games are important, but
when you play a team in the same conference
emotions run high."
This Friday when the Dukes roll into Richmond to play a conference match against Virginia Commonwealth University (4-6) they will try
not to overlook the struggling Rams.
"This is a very big game for us," coach Antoinette Lucas said. "We have to play well against
other teams in the south [division]."
While the team is playing well, winning five
of their last six and riding a four game winning
streak, they are not looking too far down the
road.
While the VCU Rams currently reside near
the bottom of the Colonial Athletic Association
Rankings, they are still a team that plays their
competition closely. Five of their six losses have
been by one goal.
They are a very scrappy team," Lucas said
of the Rams.
The VCU team and staff are no strangers
to the JMU field hockey program. Second year
head coach Kelly McQuade and first year assistant coach Shannon Karl both played collegiate
hockey at another conference foe, the College of
William and Mary.
While JMU finds itself nationally ranked,
VCU is looking up and trying to get out from the
conference basement.
"I am very confident in our team's play," said
McQuade. "In an inner conference game the atmosphere is different and emotions do run high.
We will see how it plays out this Friday, it could
be anybody's game."
JMU field hockey will look to ride its hot start
as it, currently sits in first place with a very impressive 9-2 record, and 4-0 in conference play.
The team has outscored its opponents 318, and sophomore goalkeeper Kelsey Cutchins
has shut out opponents three times in her 11
starts.
Last year's national rookie of the year Meghan
Bain is leading the team with six goals and is tied
for first with twelve points.
JMU field hockey is currently ranked eighth
in the nation according to STX/National Field
Hockey Coaches Association poll.
The Dukes will return home to face California this Sunday at noon.

Team

CAA Overall

VCU
Drexel
GSU
GMU
Towson
WftM
ODU
JMU
Northeastern
Hofstra
UNCW
Delaware

0-0
0-0
0-0
0-0
0-0
0-0
0-0
0-0
00
0-0
0-0
0-0

4-1-2
3-2-2
3-3-1
3-3-1
3-3-1
3-4-2
3-4-1
1-4-3
2-5
1-4-2
1-5-1
0-0-1

Freshmon goalkeeper Ken Manohon recorded his first two carter shutouts against American and UM8C on Sept 19 and 22.
BY JACK MCAULFY
staff writ*

With the first half of the season over,
the JMU men's soccer team will open the
Colonial Athletic Association schedule on
Friday at home against the Drexel Dragons.
Although the 1-4-3 Dukes are facing a 32-2 Dragon team, the beginning of CAA
play means everyone has a clean slate and
equal opportunity to make a run at the
conference title.
"(This game] is very important," senior captain Tristan Murray said. "We just
want to start off getting good momentum

Fantasy Football: Week 5
BY RYAN KERR
contributing writer

Happy Thursday fantasy owners:
With one quarter of the NFL season complete, it's time to make those necessary adjustments it) stay ahead in your fantasy league.
.After the first month of the season, we have
seen a number of Jekyll and Hyde players so
far. Quarterbacks Donovan McNabb, Jason
Campbell and Phillip Rivers have ibowed
flashes of brilliance, but cannot seem to get

going into the rest of the conference. It's a
whole new season."
A whole new season
that begins with an opponent that Madison has
done well against in the
past. The Dukes hold a 4(i-1 MTics record against
the Dragons, including
wins in each of the past
four matchups and a 3o victory last season in
Philadelphia.
MortJR
V\ e need to focus on
how well we play," Drexel coach Lew Meehl

said. "|JMU1 is always good especially when
they play us."
The losing record the Dukes currently have can be deceiving to a casual fan.
Seven out of the eight games played came
against opponents with winning records
and of the four losses, all have been by
one goal with two finishing in overtime.
Three overtime ties to go along with the
four losses and the Dukes have narrowly
missed a winning record at this point of
the season.

their acts completely together.
The same can be said for guys like Javon
Walker, Marques Colston and Bernard Berrian.
With so much time still remaining in the season,
I would be reluctant to drop any of these players. However, if they don't start producing in
the near future, you will have to move on.
I low about those Dallas Cowboys? Last week
confirmed that Tony Romo is a legitimate Top-5
fantasy quarterback. However, there seems to be
a problem with the Dallas offense. The problem
in Big-D is not Romo, but rather offensive coordinator Jason (Barrett. The former Cowboy backup
and first year coordinator has installed an offense
that has Romo spreading the ball to every player
on the field. On any given week you could have

TO, Marion Barber, Jason Witten. Patrick Cravton. .luliiis Jones or Anthony Fasuno score on a
Romo TD pass. The same argument can be said
for the Colts and Bengals.
My point is to not rely to heavH) 00 guys
who are surrounded with a gtxxl supporting
cast. You want the most possible point! (rum
your fantasy starters and it's hard to do that
with other star players getting the ball. With
all uf tins in mind, go to thebreeze.org to read
about my studs, duds and sleeper picks.

m SOCCER, pete 10

Ryan Kerr is a senior finance and sports
management major with a minor in business. Upon graduation, he would like a job
in sports bnxideasting/jimrnulisni.

Tony
tells it
What's up JMU?
The game this past weekend was an exciting one to watch. 1 feel
that the offense came out and was able to show that they're able
to throw the ball just as well as they could run the ball. Rodney
Landers had his first career 300-yard passing game and I feel
that he continues to show everyone just how skilled he is. The
defense played very well in holding a good Villanova offense to
under 200 yards of total offense. That game is over though and
now we get to see how well we can play on the road after such a
long home stand. We trawl up to Boston to play against Northeastern this weekend in what will be a huge challenge for us. We
have not yet won on the road this year and we are going to play
in a very tough environment. I feel that this game will show just
how far we have come over the past month. Northeastern is a
very good team and 1 am sure that we will get their best game
Saturday. Like I said before, this is a very big game for us because four out of the next six games will be on the road and we
have to get off to a good start.
See y'all this weekend,
Tony LeZotte
Athletic Correspondent
Tony is a jour-year starter at free safety, three-time Ail-American and three-time All-CAA, with a major in kinesiology and
minor in sports management.
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McJeciy leads the overall standings (or a third straight week, while the Bachelor lost ground in Week 4 Will someone crack the
60% harrier in ;i week where Oklahoma .Texas, and Florida hope to erase the memoryof losing to unranked opponents? We'll see.
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SOCCER: Martin's club hopes match
up with Drexel instills winning ways
SOCai. from pep 9

many teams in the conference,
"We had a tough out of you are not going to get manyconference schedule and to be chances, so your success rate
very candid we played pretty has to be pretty high relative to
well." JMU coach Tom Martin the chances you get."
said. "We were just a little bit
Offensively the Dukes need
unlucky; the ball didn't bounce contributions from many difour way, we didn't finish our ferent positions. Six different
chances and if you look at players scored the eight goals
the competitive nature of our netted this season.
games, it could have gone eiOn the defensive side of the
ther way."
hall, Madison will try to stifle ;i
Capitalizing on their op- Drexel attack led by 2006 secportunities will be key for the ond-team All-CAA sophomore
Dukes this Friday as they face Fabio Assumpcao. Assumpcao
Drexel junior goalkeeper Co- only has one goal this season
rey Robertson. It will only be but does more than just score
Robertson's third start of the for the Dragons. His playmakseason, as he battled injuries ing abilities on the ball have
throughout the year, but he sparked a Dragon offense that
is looking for his sixth career only scored thirteen goals in
seventeen games last season.
shutout against JMU.
"[Robertson] a good keep- Through seven games this seaer," Martin said. "Like with son Drexel has finished eight

chances.
"We are just going to play
our game, limit their spaces,
limit their touches and focus on
us," Murray said.
Despite early struggles.
JMU has remained positive.
Early season injuries are starting to heal as players come
into match shape, and only two
players, junior forward Esteban
Maldonado and junior defender Ekom Etuk, are questionable
for Friday's match.
"We look forward to it. The
guys are excited, Drexel [is] a
good team," Martin said. "We'll
come out ready to play."
The game is slated to kickoff at 7 p.m. at the JMU Soccer
Complex. Sunday the Dukes
face the Delaware Blue Hens at
2 p.m. in another CAA matchup.

golden
corral

®

Everyone deserves a good meat.9

NU: Dukes go for fifth straight
NU.fTMTIW?

height ranges from 5-foot-4 to 5foot-7, but one thing is for sure:
he doesn't let his size affect his
aggressive mentality on the field.
"I would love to be the every down back, but I guess [the
coaches) look at my size as a hindrance." Bolton said. "I don't look
at my size; when I'm on the field
I feel like I'm the same size as everyone else. At the same time, we
got a lot of people who can do a
lot of things, so they put in who
they see fit for the situations."
Bolton was a redshirt freshman when JMU won the national
championship in 2004. Now a
veteran, he has provided guidance for the young running backs
that are next in line. Northeastern
coach Rocky Hager agrees that
Madison's young tailbacks are
hard to evaluate at this point.
"They are a bit of a mystery.
But they are definitely a committee that has shown to be very
productive and have some very
good speed," Hager said. "Coach
Matthews has been patient in
building that program, and consequently they're reaping the
benefits of it right now."
The Huskies boast a compe-

tent running attack of their own,
as senior tailback Maurice Murray
rushing for 393 yards on 89 carries
in four games. Junior quarterback
Anthony Orio has completed 52
percent of his passes for 394 yards,
two touchdowns and one intcm-p
tion on the year. Madison's defense
will prepare for the pocket-passer
after facing two mobile threats in
Villanova and Coastal Carolina's
quarterbacks.
"It's gonna be great to have
him sit back there, and we're
gonna get him in those thirdand-long situations," senior defensive tackle John Baranowsky
said. The D-Iine and the rest of
the defense will be able to get
some sacks and have some fun."
Madison's offensive attack
may be without senior wide out
L.C. Baker, its leading receiver with 21 receptions for 286
yards. Baker aggravated a hamstring injury Saturday against
Villanova and isn't expected to
practice this week. Sophomore
receivers Ray Brown and Rockeed McCarter will look to step
up for a receiving corps that is
also without sophomore Patrick
Ward, who is out indefinitely
with a shoulder injury.

CAA Statistical Leaders
(Through Week Five)
Pmssing
i. Ricky Sanlos, UNH
290 yp». »6o Yds. 8 TDs
2. Jake Phillips, YV&M
286.4 ypR. 1432 Yds. 10 TDs
3. Bryan Savage. Hofstra
276.0 ypg, 1104 Yds, 7TDS
Running
1. Tim Hightowrr. RICHMOND
"95^ ypg. 782 Yds, 12 TDs
2. Matt Lawrence, UMASS
116.2 ypg, 581 Yds, 5 TDs
3. Kiieetn Huggins, HOFSTRA
1 iso ypg, 460 Yds, 5 TDs
Omar Cuff, DELAWARE
115.0 ypg, 575 Yds, 16 TDs
Regrivinf

1 Charles Sullivan. HOFSTRA
102.2 ypg, 409 Yds, 4 TDs
2. Kevin Gravson. RICHMOND
82.2 ypg, 331 Yds, o TDs
3lCerchLeVan,UNH
77-5 ypg. 310 Yds, 5 TDs
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10% DISCOUNT WITH STUDENT ID
TO STUDENTS AND FAMILIES
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rkeeferti keefercard.com

JUST MINUTES AWAY FROM CAMPUS

www.keefercard.com

CALL 564-0477

Welcome Back Students!

PROUD SPONSOR OF DUKES ATHLETICS

Unique Nails
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From Crass Keys Rd, turn east on Port Rouble Rd Go 32 m' and Urn let ai Pi
Go 1.8 mi. and turn onto Valley We* Rd. Go 1 mi. Cornf^ on right
From Rl 33, Pem Laird, turn south on Lawyer.,.
Turn right on Pinevito Rd. Go 0.8 mi. and turn left w*j Valley

w/ Whirlpool Tub

Free French

FIN In.
913

?!••■• Praiant Coupon

HARRISONBURG
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meineke
car care center

1S71 Swth Mot* Street
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500 OFF! 15° OFF!
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ALL PARTS

FOR All JAMES MADISON UNIVERSITY
STUDENTS AND FACULTY
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FREE Under cor Inspection t Estimate
Nctionwide tiletime Woicanlies
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www.meineke.com

Copper Beech Leasing Office

Directions to leasing offiedfrom )MU)
Make a right out of JMU main entrance
- At stop light make a right onto S. Main St.
- Make a right on Newman Avenue
- Make a left on Mason St.
Make a left on Water St

Limited Availability

i
I
I
1
I

iY"""~ '

A/C Service ■ Batteries - Belts • Brakes
01 Change - Transmission Fluid Service
Tires ■ Teae-Ups - Aid Much More

Hirrlsonburg9cbeech.com
Phone: 540.438.0401

w/ Full Set

The Largest Nails Salon in Town
Manicure - flQ
Pink & White $35
Waxing - $5 & Up
Pedicure - $20
Pink & White Fill $25
(Call for List)

$

ADMISSION J6.00

Gift CtrtifU*U< it. Croup SptcUU *v*UUhU, c*Ufor dttult.
lanioura & Padloura

VICTIMS
WELCOME.'
(
Friday, Saturday Open 7:50-11 pj».
Oct. 12-13.19-20.26-27
Tuesday, fcdntsday Open 730-11 p.m.
Oct. 50-51

243 Naff Ava
(SMMnd

Open Mon • Sot
7:30 om to 6:00 pa

Fax: 540.438.0403
www.cbeech.com

There are two parking lots on the
left and one on the right. Park in
one of these lots, the leasing office
is on the left hand side.

25 E Water Street Harrisonburg. VA

Qpver Beech Hi
'

'
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[For Rent*]
LARGE ONI-: BEDROOM APARTMENT. Good location, washer 'dryer.
dishwasher. AC. no pets, available
immediately, (540)433-1569

ATTENTION"! Models, rappers,
singers, dancers, poets! Join the
(new) local artist station
www. RealhiphopRadio com

STUDENTS: NEED A JOB? Come
work with us Fun, Energetic work
environment Sit and talk on the
phone' All you need is personality'
Evening hours Sunday-Thursday.
Must be available all five nights
Hourly rate plus bonus. Call now ask
for Liz (540) 434-8750 EOE

[For Sale]
Shop AVON at home or in your office with personal delivery and guaranteed sat i she .it ion Meredith
www.youravon.com/ mmoomaw
(540) 574-0461

[Help Wanted j[
RESPONSIVE
MANAGEMENT
(www responsivemanagement com).
a wildlife/ natural resource research
firm is hiring polite, professional,
reliable telephone interviewers. (NO
SALES) Part-time evening hours;
Sunday-Saturday,
schedule
varies based on project. Apply at 130
Franklin Street. (540) 432-1888

IBARTENDING! $250/ Day Potential. No hxpenenee Necessary
Training Available (800)965-6520
XT2I2
WAITRESS NEEDED: Apply in
person at Jcvs's Lunch downtown
after 5 p.m

BUSY
MARKETING
OFFICE
SI l KING Money-Motivated. Goal
Oriented individuals with strong
communication skills. Part-Time evenings, hourly rate plus Commission.
Paid ever) week! Call today ask for
Candace (540) 434-6277
OWNER SPECIALIST DEPARTMENT Is seeking energetic, reliable.
SS motivated individuals to contact
our Massanutten Resort Owners
about an exciting new program Work
port time 3:30pm to 9:30pm. SundayThursday $10.00 hourly plus commisson and bonuses Don't wait, call
today. Ask for Samantha
(540)434-8750 EOE

I
Mfcfoart Staff ttaatrd
|
|
Weslover Swimming Pool near
|
|
Downtown, (treat wages F.arl>
|
| Morning, Mid-day A weekend noun i
• available Applications accepted until ■
- position are Piled (540)434-0571 for.
information (540) 434-0571

HELP WANTED Publik House
Restaurant now hiring servers Fine
dining experience a plus. Apply in
person Tuesda> thru Sunday 2p.m.4p.m at 9386 Congress St. New Market, VA. 22842 or call (540)740-2699
for more info.
AWARD AGENTS! Part-Time Evenings Hourly Rate Plus Bonuses. No
Cold Calling No Selling Paid every
Friday. Must have excellent phone
skills and neat handwriting For more
information call Kara (540) 4347290

r M i Spriatt Break!
4 A 7 night tnps Low prices giuraneed Group discounts for 8* Book 20|
people, get i free trips' Campus reps
needed
www StudentCity com or
800-293-1445

JMU APPAREI. AVAILABLE

Now

FIRE

Looking for volunteers. So

experience necessary. Male or female.
All classes paid for Pick up applications at 80 Maryland Avenue at Fire
Department, or call 421-0541

[ Travel)
SKYDIVBI Ont Day First Jump from
13.500'
GIFT (I Kill H Ml s1
Complete information is on www.
skydiveorange.com (540) s>4 V6SK7

Wake *n Bake
Spring Break *08
.-.II .T..,
> TrmI fro!

UNIVERSITY BOULEVARD
(NCVT TO COSTCO)

HIRING

PwMlnw po.ltloni available In the following departments
Scronprlntlng 1 Embroidery and Retail Salei - retail experience a
plua. Great environment! Slop by and complete an application

■M.lNt|llM«

Sine* I'WII

www.sunspl.ishcoiirs.coni

1.800.410.77 10 |

the jtuffl,

Fall '07 Always throwing away
the "eviction notices" left
on your door
(without reading them).
not paying attention
when your neighbors
mention a "no pet
policy," and then putting
two-and-two together
when Patches is nowhere to be found.

iiiijn inii-.i Sportswear
b40 434-4240 • 800-296-4240
WWW.DANIELSPROAD.COM

Ration*
V

£

C
O
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OFFICIALLY LICENSED JMU PWINTCJI

NEW LOCATION

600J

stravelcom.

[Wanted)]
VOL.

T-SHIRTS • SWEATSHIRTS • GREEK LETTERS
EMBROIDERY • PROMOTIONAL PRODUCTS

DANIELS IMPRINTED SPORTSWEAR

a plus. References required. SlO/hr.
Email:gibsonmb2003fa>yahoo com
(540)442-1119

DFPT

IMPRINTED SPORTSWEAR

SPRING BREAK 2008 Sell Trips.
Earn Cash and Go Free Call for group
discounts. Best deals guaranteed1 Info.
Reservations 800-648-4849 www.it-

CHILD CARE Wanted someone to
pick-up 5 year old after school and
deliver home Early child hood major

HARRISONBURG

II

WEFO

J:JJB

October 5-7

To The Breeze Advert Islng
department for winning
2nd and 3rd place for
special sect ions at the
Southern University
Newspaper Conferent e.

Most home products
marked down for.
3 days only*

Attention:
Looking for
the best
way to wish
a student

CRUTCHFIELD
HMitaonbwr- Oovetteaf Shopping Center, 109 S. Carton St ■ (540) 434-1000

•Up ID 10* off near sax*. QuarTOes » Irrttad. Discount may not be used on 9» toewing brands/products: Apple, Bose, Creatw labs
select Polk AutllorjnMixa* re Atic«,Tr*LTIvo«Au<^
damn offers, ft cards. ntOMiai strMon. riroeanmlng servtrjs and enenaed warranties

good luck

•

bring us your ideas

or happy

birthday?

The Breeze

is Hiring

y
1

Coming this fall, you
can in The Breeze!

Web Designer for the
Online Editor position
Specialty Salesperson
apply and see job description at
http://joblink.jmu.edu

www.thebyeeze.org for
more information...

•

12 Thursday, October 4, 2007 www.thtbrtezt.ort The Breeze

CORRECTIONS
III the Oct. I issue of The Bra-xe the article "BOV announces
7 percent budget ait for '07-08." Bob Korvoord's name was
misspelled as Bob Colivcll. The article "fighting an incurable illness," mispelled the last name of Amy and Rebecca, the correct
spelling is Leggett. The article "Local venue features Wednesday
night concert series for students" misattributed Matt Kitchen
as a member of Annie's Tragedy, when he is actually a member
of Dimming of Men. who also played that night. The house
editorial misidentified Myanmarasa province of Burma. It is
actually synonymous with Burma.

Lohr's
y.

Results of the
online poll:
Question:
Who will you
be voting for in
the election for
a new student
body president?
IlkGhavami:83

PUMPHtMS

Lee Brooks: 119

Over 50 varieties of pumpkins & gourds
°2 Expanded Corn Mazes* Hay Tunnel0
"Petting Zoo* Tumble Tubes*
All Your Fall Decoration Needs!
www. LohrsFarm.com

I'm not sure yet: 33
I don't plan on voting: 44
Total votes: 276

10 miles North of Harrisonlmro.
1-81 I

VII

I

(Mauzy/Broadway)
Just South on Ri. 11
1 lour* Mon-I ti 4-6 Sac 9-6 Sun: 1-6 (o40)896.8798

Make sure to check out
the new poll at

SKYDIVE0RANGE.cOM
Don t worry if
WET YOUi

thebreeze.org

Hits issue's question:

1*/

How costly were
your textbooks
this semester?

J-877-348-375?i

SUPER CROSSWORD
PURCHASING
POWKR
ACROSS
I "Kon-Tiki." for one
5 Relay length
9 Lawyers' org.
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18 Grass*) or Raines
19 Preowned
20 Daring
22 European peninsula
23 "Giselle" composer
24 Sour (run
25 Cupid
26 Elect
II Start of a remark by
Evan Esar
31 "Nightmare" street
32 Patty potable
33 Likel) lo last'1
37 Chemical compound
41 Gangster's gun
43 Kafka character
46 Bother
47 Homer's field
48 Pen pals?
50 Govt. notes
52 Duty
53 Part 2 of remark
55 Steel support
56 Ryan's "Love
Story" co-star
57 Travel agcy?
59 Salad veggie
61 Football's Hcrber
''; ( 'hmiine of "House
keeping"
66 Actor Brynner
67 Penny 69 Seoul man?
70 Grass''The Tin"
74 Part 3 of remark
77 Philanthropist
Cornell
78 Creche figure
80 Whelan or Sorkm
81 Tear
83 Brawl
84 Made like Mata
Han
ISO*ken feed
90 Doctrine
91 Canine grp.
92 Cry of regret
94 Part 4 of remark
95 Rocker Morrison
97-piece
100 Easily digested
102 See 75 Down
103 Skater Midori
104-Carlo
105 "been had'"
106 Like Mister Ed?
108 Neanderthals
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28 Craving
29 Weasel relative
30 llggams or Caron
34 Mississippi port
35 Nabokov novel
36 Deli delicacy
37 Neuwinh of "Cheers"
IK Artistic output
39Coll. cadets
4(1 Qatar's continent
41 Sarcastic remark
42 Santa-.CA
44 I h-.cn
«5 SpkMf
49 Novelist lather
51 Rural sight
54 Attempt
DOWN
58 Attention
1 Paper quantity
60 "That hurts1
2 f-'ilmdom's Ray
61 Put on
3 Custard of Castile
62 Martha of "Jumbo"
4 Docile
64 Coal by-product
5 Brawn
65 Claire or Balm
6 Cairo creed
67 lu//s fruit
7 llns or Trotsky
68 Govern
8 Churchill's successor
69 Mend, as a bone
9 Diminish
70 Record playen?
HI (iasconadc
71 Caviar
11 Baseball family name
72 See 14 Down
12 Important
73 New York team
13 Superior to
14 With 72 Down. "Sparta 75 With 102 Across, table
accessory
cus" actor
76 Fn>m Cork
15E»UI
79 Splendor
16 102. to Tacitus
82 Child welfare org.
17 See 133 Across
84 Island outfit
21 Thirsty
111 Remind one's spouse?
113 Part of a crane
114 End of remark
123 Candles
126 Enrages
127 Monthly expense
128 Vcgclate
129 Go to extremes
130 Wonka's creator
131 Inland sea
132 Tun throw ;m .n s
133 With l7Down.TVdlef
134 Comedian Louis
135 Ruminate
136 New Mexico resort

85 Summon electronically
86 Taj tow n
87 Film 88 Takes in
89 Add fringe
u
2 Position correctly
93 A. tress Tyler
95 Momiw or Dana
96 - standstill
98 "The Sage of Concord"
99 I.mian portrayer
101 Prickly plant
107 Broad sash
MM film cntic Roger
110-Gnu
112 Bridal path •
in Do,I..1 s.iik
115 Pitch in
116 Where lo speak Karsi
117 Metric weight
118 Neighbor of Brazil
119 Lean
12(1 Concept
121 lo;tst topper
122 Suck role
12' Poult'spapa
124 Palindromic name
125 diem

See today's
answers at
thebreeze.org
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Leasing Kick-off
is Oct. 18th!!

this Fall!

Sunchase Features:
-Pool
-Gaming Area
-Business Center
-Fitness Center
and much morel!
..^alktV.
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Contact us for more information or go to
www.sunchase.net (check under Live at Sunchase)

virtual tours online at:

www.sunchase.net
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540-442" 4800

